
risk reduction, compared to individuals with a poor lifestyle.
Despite such evidences, a systematic assessment of the
interplay between PRS and CAD risk factors such as blood
lipid levels in contributing to the overall CAD risk is still
lacking. Panelists will present and disuss a study on 130,0000
individuals of the UK Biobank on the association of incident
CAD with PRS and blood lipids (LDL, TC, HDL, TC:HDL,
LDL:HDL). Using the largest prospective genotyped cohort
available to date, researchers identified for the first time a
significant interaction between LDL and genetics in determin-
ing CAD incidence. This result has deep implications in a CAD
primary prevention perspective.

Opportunities and current challenges for the use of
polygenic risk scores in risk prediction and prevention

Mark Kroese

M Kroese1

1PHG Foundation, University of Cambridge, UK
Contact: mark.kroese@phgfoundation.org

The panellist Mark Kroese will discuss about the opportunities
and current challenges for the use of polygenic risk scores in
risk prediction and the prevention of common adult onset
conditions. Considerable progress has been made in the
scientific development of polygenic risk scores for use in

estimating the risk of common chronic conditions. However,
key challenges remain in developing practical applications for
their use in the clinic and establishing the evidence of their
clinical utility. Questions remain about how such approaches
will improve current risk prediction tools and methods. In
addition, there is much debate about the nature of the possible
benefits of using such scores for clinical advice and decision
making as well as the likely impact on individual behaviour
and future outcomes. Do we need a different approach in
developing future risk prediction tools?

The potential and current use of mHealth-based self-
quantification tools for primary prevention

Vasileios Nittas

V Nittas1

1Epidemiology, Biostatistics and Prevention Institute, University of Zurich,
Zurich, Switzerland
Contact: hc.hzu@sattin.soielisav

The panellist Vasileios Nittas will discuss about the potential
and current use of mHealth-based self-quantification tools for
primary prevention; key barriers and facilitators; their ethical,
structural and contextual implications - as well as their impact
on developing robust, evidence-based digital (public) health
policies.

20.D. Skills building seminar: Design for mental
health integration through built environment
interventions

Organised by: EUPHA Urban public health section, EUPHA Public
mental health section, EUPHA Environment and health section,
University of Crete (Greece)
Chair persons: Jutta Lindert - EUPHA-PMH, Stefano Capolongo –
EUPHA-URB
Contact: e.chrysikou@ucl.ac.uk

Mental illness is associated with social exclusion and stigma
more than most other health issues. This affects psychiatric
facility provision (Chrysikou et al 2017), prevention and early
treatment interventions. The planning and design of services
both conceptually (service procedures, experience designs,
campaigns and physically (e.g. buildings, products, interiors)
could help change that. New approaches could build resilience
by increasing access to and acceptance of mental health
services and enable recovery as a constant process (Slade et al
2008). This intense skill- building workshop will use a role-
game approach with cross-disciplinary methods from experi-
ence design and design thinking to foster innovative spatial
concepts in a co-creative manner. This helps to build capacity
and knowledge on exploring and developing innovative and
disruptive concepts for public urban mental health. Focus is on
spatial configuration, architectural and design aspects for
services and mental health systems. The highly interactive
seminar-workshop starts with two 5’ presentations to set the
theoretical multi-disciplinary stage. A third 5’ presentation
addresses issues addressed to the participants and presents the
locus of the role play, i.e. Crete, chosen for its unique socio-
spatial and systemic characteristics. A 5’ presentation explains
the scenario and stakeholder roles. The group session
comprises a 50’ long structured series of ideation and analysis
methods based on a role-play-like schedule in which delegates
act as service provider for a municipal client (Crete) that
request an innovative mental health care solution for a specific
urban context. Then 10’ will be the closing session on the
process by mapping the reflections of the process on a
collective SWOT diagram.

Chrysikou, E., Kostopoulou, E., Savvopoulou, E., Fatah gen.
Schieck, A., 2017. Medical Architecture on the Social
Valorisation of Psychiatric Patients: Employing transdisciplin-
ary approaches between architecture, physical and mental well-
being disciplines. Proceedings of the AAE 2017 Conference,
Architecture Connects, 6th -9th September 2017. Oxford
Brookes University, UK
Slade, Mike; Amering, Michaela; Oades, Lindsay (2008):
Recovery: an international perspective. In: Epidemiologia e
psichiatria sociale 17 (2), S. 128-137.
Key messages:
� Participants will explore participatory design methodologies

to help them consider and use building infrastructure as
resource for public health and healthcare actions in relation
to mental health.
� Participants will cross disciplinary boundaries exposed to

eco- and psychosocial frameworks, i.e, build and social
infrastructure, to co-create healthy, vibrant, resilient and
equitable communities.

Ecopsychosocial environments for health and mental
health

Evangelia Chrysikou

E Chrysikou1,2, J Rehn3, E Savvopoulou1, E Petelos2

1The Bartlett Real Estate Institute, UCL, London, UK
2Clinic of Social and Family Medicine, Department of Social Medicine,
University of Crete, Heraklion, Greece
3Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences, Darmstadt, Germany
Contact: e.chrysikou@ucl.ac.uk

Theories of architectural morphology and society contributed
to understanding the interconnections and synergies between
society and space. Lack of knowledge of how space influences
communities can foster social issues (Hillier & Hanson, 1984).
This complements links between health and society identified
by epidemiolohists (Marmot, 2015). Thus, theories connecting
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